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the clean set was updated with tools, apps and software, as well as a wide range of the popular
apps from the windows app store. there were no significant changes to the test sets used for
measuring speed, performance impact and resource usage, but after some experimentation we
found that all of our standard scripts operated as usual. as with previous iterations of windows xp,
we took a number of the internals with us to a major upgrade as the user interface, in our eyes at
least, has become somewhat unwieldy. we focused on the start menu, applications folder and
search, which the operating system now renders in a window on the desktop, and we also
attempted to test out the new users interface and gestures. our first stop on the desktop was to
see what windows had to offer in terms of windows defender advanced threat protection, where
we were presented with a variety of scaremongering advertisements for the system as it goes
online and performs various actions. we created and deleted some files, opened some programs
and do nothing else. unfortunately, we found that windows defender advanced threat protection
(atp) can seem to be a bit unstable at times, there were a number of problems encountered here,
including but not limited to blue screens, error messages and inability to complete some tasks.
some of the problems encountered were so significant, that it proved difficult to complete a test,
despite the efforts of our reviewers. the worst problems we encountered were with windows
explorer, where we began by getting a blue screen of death while trying to open the word
document. this causes the program to close after offering a reboot option. we tried to open a
second word document, but just as we started it closed, but not before displaying a polite error
message to the user. we have a hunch that this is caused by something which is inside the word
documents. we managed to get this to display correctly by starting wordpad, which offered the
same information, but without blue screen of death to the user.
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the operating system aside, the hardware stayed pretty similar. the hard drive is a sandisk brand,
500gb, using the sata 2.0gb/s protocol and the controller chip is a marvell device 4415 sata ii. the

ssd itself uses a marvell device 8830 sata 3.0gb/s host adapter. this is a sata 3.0gb/s interface
and was only added after the 7200rpm hard drive (sandisk) was added to the surface hub 2nd

generation. the drive is already populated with windows 7, which is the main operating system of
the surface hub. in order to work around the lack of sata 3.0gb/s, the marvell device 8830 sata
3.0gb/s host adapter was used to connect the ssd to the surface hub. in this mode, there is no

longer an official sata 3.0gb/s connection to the sata interface on the surface hub, so it is possible
that the laptop does not find the ssd. uninstalling the ssd and replacing it with a 500gb internal

5,400rpm sata hard drive has an impact, but less than you might expect. windows still has three
drives: c:, d: and e:, but c: and e: are now replaced by a more appropriate partition. c: is still

there, and so is d:, but it becomes your main system partition as the e: is no longer there. the
impact of this is minimal as far as you are used to windows using your c:, but certainly if your
plans involve installing a lot of software, you may want to use a ssd in your surface hub to get
those things onto disk very quickly. there's an alternative way to get sata onto the surface hub

and it's called the 'hack mode' rather than the 'official support mode' and it relies on the windows
pe image that's already on the ssd used for the surface hub. we've included some instructions in

the polyweekly about how to do this. 5ec8ef588b
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